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Dedication

T

his book is dedicated to the memory of “Coach” John Moawad. John
Moawad was a professional jazz drummer, jazz vocalist, classical percussionist
and timpanist prior to becoming the Jazz Studies Director and Percussion
Instructor at Central Washington University from 1970-1998.
John Moawad was a “walking
encyclopedia” of jazz. He
amassed an enormous
collection of recordings,
big band and vocal jazz
ensemble charts and videos.
His knowledge of jazz was so
extensive that he could tell
you names of band members,
singers, what bands they were
in, the years they played, what
recordings they were
on and more!

From 1981-1985, I was
fortunate to be the drummer
for John Moawad’s, Central
Washington University Jazz
Band 1. During rehearsals he
would often play the drums for for me to show me exactly how to interpret big band
drum charts and lead a big band. He would say, “You have to learn how to drive the
bus!” I literally had big band drumming lessons right there with the big band. It was the
best education possible.
He taught me how to “kick the band” with many different kinds of set-ups. He
introduced me to numerous recordings and would often stress the importance of
playing authentically. “You have to learn to wear the hats,” he would often say—
referring to listening to the great drummers and learning how to play in a variety of
styles of music. He taught me the importance of dynamics and getting a good drum
sound that complimented the sound of the band and style of music. John Moawad told
me, “Pick a drummer you like. Get as many recordings as you can with that drummer.
Listen and get to the point where you feel you have learned everything you can from
that drummer. Then pick another drummer and do it all over again.”
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Dedication
He had little patience for rhythmic errors saying, “Do the math on your own time.
When you are in here (the rehearsal) we work on music and interpretation, not
rhythms.” He taught me how to listen and accompany a soloist; how to play the ride
cymbal, china cymbal and hi hats; how to play behind saxophone solis; and how to
“put it to bed” with the bass drum at the end of a ballad. One of his statements about
chart reading and performing was, “You have to stay focused from count-off to cutoff.” These are just a few examples of his many teachings.
John Moawad would often say, “Spread the wealth. Share your knowledge. Help your
brothers and sisters.” I owe A LOT to this man and I am thrilled to be able to pass
along his teachings to you.

“Garey is one of the finest drummers I’ve ever worked with, but
he is probably the best drum set teacher I’ve helped produce.”
- John Moawad
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Foreword

S

ince meeting Garey at a jazz camp in the early ‘80s as a young jazz participant in
Port Townsend, Washington, I have admired his commitment and dedication to
nurturing his talents.

His attention to detail, while striving for perfection, is shared with you in this book.
By paying close attention to his great organizational skills, you’ll benefit greatly by
following his advice.
The information that follows is the result of Garey being an eternal student of the
music. As the great drummer—and another “eternal student”—Shelly Manne shared
with me, “If you stop asking questions about this music, it’s time to hang up the sticks
and brushes.” Garey has always been hungry to learn the history of this “beast” of an
instrument, as well as being a part of where it may lead us.
Enjoy your journey through this informative book!
Jeff Hamilton
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